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overview

● App Name: CIVIC LUMINOUS

● App Description: This app gives us awareness of drug over use , human 
trafficking , smoking and etc..,also gives wellbeing tips to upcoming 
generation to get awareness of this things 

● Track: Youth Individual

● Category: (civic engagement and justice



theme

In 100 words or less, describe the problem that you chose to address, and 
why you were interested in solving it. Please note that this portion of your 
submission will be published if you are selected as a finalist or winner.

I saw parents worried about their ward (child) when they get into 
teenage,Becase in that certain period or time they will be so enthusiastic and 
get addicted to something like bad habits .As well as i thought people or 
teenagers should want to be awared of certain things like Human Trafficking , 
Child Labour,Right To Education and etc.., also give them to resolve from this 
addiction or habits.



instructions

Step 1: (fill in description) Step 2: (fill in description)



instructions

Step 4: (fill in description) Step 5: (fill in description) Step 6: (fill in description)

V



LimitATIONS

In 100 words or less, describe the limitations of your app and what people 
should carefully consider when using it.

I used OpenAi extension, which has limited set of question you can ask openai. 
User can able to ask only the question which in the app.It contains limitation of 
usage of openai



acknowledgements

Please list the names of anyone who helped you with developing your app, 
and describe what type of help they provided.

● Sreenath R : He helped me in giving mean to the app and provide essence 
to it .He solved several problems like reducing the screen , to create a chat 
bot , and he helped me to resolve error occurred by the chat bot 


